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Anthropogeny.net    see also: Paleohuman.com 
4 Bodies that were not made for a hot, dry East African climate

3 Did student Tom Gray plant the Lucy fossils, and then trick professor Donald Johanson into discovering them?

2 Chimpanzees and gorillas evolved in central and western Africa with no fossils being formed. What about humans?

1 Anthropogeny is the original study of human origins

( Some messages from the Aquatic Ape Theory discussion group: https://groups.io/g/AAT )
73127 Three taboo topics in scientific journals: aquatic-ape hypothesis, humanzee, hoax

73051 Marine Apes

72907 Re: What Talks

72904 Re: What Talks

72843 Happy Halloween from West African Ghost-Modern Ancestors!

72792 Looking for a 'ghost modern' lineage of human ancestry

72717 Michel Odent's new book -- Planet Ocean: Our Mysterious Connections to Water

72582 Re: Elaine in 2010 "I'm pushing ninety, and I think I've been very very lucky."

72543 "Trust me, I'm a paleoanthropologist"

66954 Should we really believe in fossil material that is not allowed to be fluorine tested?

66765 Bioko-chimps may have slept in seaweed nests floating on the water

66718 3.6 million year old bipedalism at Laetoli is a geological hoax

66716 Paleoanthropologists are married to prehuman fossil apes

66707 AAT is an "existential threat" to the science of paleoanthropology

66671 Re: AquaticApe.net

66650 AquaticApe.net

66645 Re: Bioko and Afar are both good candidates for AAT location

66642 Re: Bioko and Afar are both good candidates for AAT location

66631 Bioko and Afar are both good candidates for AAT location

66629 Anthropogeny.net Will the AAT-group ignore the Bioko-hypothesis, just as paleoanthropologists ignore the AAT?

66558 All hominin fossils may be hybrids of aquatic ancestors and African apes. See anthropogeny.net

Early drafts of AAT-manuscript 2017
Progress report sent to my friend Paal Aagaard on May 13, 2017. 

After my unexpected discovery of Bioko on Google Earth, sent to Paal Aagaard on May 14, 2017.

Human Evolution in the Sea at Bioko, published July 13, 2017.
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